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Improve the experience for patients and healthcare staff alike with Smartroom Healthcare, a multi-screen 
TV system designed to enhance engagement among patients and streamline workflows for staff. 
Simplify screen management across your healthcare facility with an integrated system, making 

entertainment, information, and communication services easily accessible to both patients and staff. 
Improve patient engagement, education, and entertainment through interactive TV, bedside solutions, 

and mobile devices, while enhancing information dissemination and guidance with digital signage 
in public areas. Boost clinic efficiency by providing healthcare professionals with digital tools, 

enabling them to concentrate on delivering high-quality patient care.
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Entertain, educate & Engage patients

Patient Entertainment Patient Education Patient Communication

Offer patients a relaxing 
experience with familiar 
entertainment options, 
including TV channels, 
streaming apps, video on 
demand, radio, games, 
and social media, accessible 
on multiple screens.

Improving patient engagement
enhances health outcomes, 
speeds up recovery, reduces 
rehospitalization, and lowers 
costs. Offer treatment videos, 
condition info, messaging, 
reminders, and more to 
increase engagement.

Digital solutions revolutionize 
communication, facilitating 
virtual doctor appointments, 
video calls with loved ones, 
and service requests via TV 
or mobile, all enhancing 
doctor-patient communication 
and the patient experience.

With interactive patient TV, mobile devices and other patient-facing bedside solutions you 
can provide services and content that entertain, educate and engage.



Facilitate seamless and interactive 
communication with loved ones, 

as well as remote doctor appointments, 
in an effortless manner.

Inform and guide with digital signage

Hospital Wayfinding Digital door displays Hospital Signage

Our 24/7 signage screens 
guide patients upon entry, 
providing floor plans, room 
numbers, and queue details. 
Integrated with self-service 
kiosks, they streamline 
patient check-in.

Digital door displays extend your
wayfinding solution, serving as 
occupancy, touch-screen, 
resource allocation, or general 
information screens. Their 
dynamic nature simplifies 
management and accommodates
 multiple use-cases.

Public digital signage screens 
provide tailored entertainment, 
information, and ads for 
patients and visitors, including 
hospital info, news, live TV, 
cafeteria menus, services, and 
parking details, customizable 
for each unit, ward, or hospital.

Utilizing Smartroom Smart Signage enables the placement of diverse displays, 
including digital signage screens, digital door displays, interactive self-service kiosks, 
and touch screen portals in public areas. This enhances the provision of information, 

guidance, and supplementary services to patients and visitors.



Make Your Clinical Workflow faster

Patient Requests Room & Staff Allocation Queue Management

Patients have the convenience 
of making service requests 
directly through their in-room
TV or mobile devices. 
For instance, nurse calls can be
routed directly to staff mobile 
devices, alerting the nearest
personnel or the on-call nurse.

Ditch traditional door signs! 
Our digital displays dynamically
allocate rooms and staff by 
showing meeting schedules, 
staff names, titles, and 
real-time room purposes 
updated from your calendar 
and staff allocation apps.

Improve efficiency with a 
digital self-service screen 
system, integrating check-in 
kiosks from our partners, 
digital signage, and hospital 
wayfinding. This allows your 
staff to focus on patient care.

With the right digital tools your healthcare professionals can focus on what they do best:
 providing quality patient care. Our clinical workflow solutions free up resources from 

otherwise time-consuming tasks.
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